C4675 CHUYEN XE BAO TAP (VIETNAM, 1977)
(Other titles: Fronteggiare la tempesta; Facing the storm; Den otroliga resan; Stormy journey by bus; Stormy journey by car; Trajet orageux en car; Viaggio nella tempesta; Voyage dans la tempete; Voyage in the storm)

Credits: director, Tran Vu; writer, Banh Bao, Tran Vu.
Cast: Thanh Quy, Vu Dinh Than, Trinh Thinh, Mai Chau.
Summary: Melodrama set in post-liberation central Vietnam. An arrogant and dishonest woman conductor at a bus station is berated by Son, a soldier returning from the front, and Van, a Youth Shock Brigade member. Their criticisms displease bus driver Luan who retaliates in a number of ways. His actions cause most of the passengers to side with Van and Son.
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